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Smurf.Sex- and age-specific mortality, incidence,
and survival rates in the United States using the
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survival in the US population is desirable to guide
the allocation of health resources and to inform
public health policy. This article describes an
analysis of sex- and age-specific mortality,

incidence, and survival using 1990 and 2000
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System

(BRFSS) data. We also examined secular trends in
mortality in the context of age group subgroups
and variation in mortality patterns among the
states. The findings indicate that sex- and age-

specific death rates have generally declined in the
US population since 1990, but the differences in
mortality decline among the various population
subgroups have increased. While the all-cause

death rates declined for all age groups since 1990,
sex-specific decline did not attain the same
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magnitude as the decline for males in most age
groups. Although the age-adjusted death rates for
females had the greatest net decline from 1990 to

2000, the age-specific mortality rates generally
showed a peak at ages 30-39, especially for males,

and so the discrepancy in mortality patterns and
declines between sexes may be accounted for by
the greater mortality incidence at middle age in

males. The incidence of illness did not appreciably
differ between the sexes, although the mortality

rates from a chronic disease such as heart disease
are considerably higher in males than females. The
incidence of illness and the survival from illness in
the United States did not demonstrate as dramatic

a sex differential as mortality. The death rates,
incidence, and survival rates each have sex- and
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age-specific patterns that must be considered in
efforts to understand the overall health of the

population.Some World Affairs 02/21/2012 | Peter
Bergen No country is as dependent on corn as the
United States. Although we import considerable

quantities from Europe, South America and Asia,
the United States still imports more corn than all

of those countries combined. And over 40
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